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Fixed Height Desk

t4

One table with four leg configurations is a well-designed
line of desking. Multiply it by 27” of height adjustability; add
privacy screens and overheads and the product is T4. Divide
this comprehensive system by its price to arrive at your
office furniture solution.
The foundation of T4 is a 29” fixed height table with
a steel leg assembly that is the essence of durability
and simplicity of design. Its simplicity doesn’t limit its
applications, however. The unobtrusive leg and foot anchor
work surface shapes from the cockpit to the conference

Crank Height
Adjustable

In an era of job-sharing, you may not
be the only one your desk needs to
accommodate. That’s where the crank
adjustable table comes in. Because
it relies on a worksurface-mounted
mechanical crank, this table can be
adjusted uniformly from 22-33” or
27-43” in a sit/stand version, even
under load. And because this table is
continuously adjustable across its
range, you can find your perfect fit.

The pin height adjustable table takes the
T4 base to the next level. Telescoping legs
with spring steel buttons allow you to set
the surface height from 24-31” in one-inch
increments. Nylon bushings ensure that
the legs will glide smoothly whether you
adjust them once, once in a while, or once
a day.

Pin Height
Adjustable

For the easiest adjustment over the
greatest range, T4 also boasts an
electrically adjustable table. Standard
table controls regulate the height
from 24-51” with the push of a button,
while an optional deluxe controller
also contains a digital height display
and stores up to three presets.

Electrically
Adjustable

Fixed height and adjustable tables can also be combined in a single workstation to create a sit-stand environment that will allow you
to comfortably accomplish tasks from both a standing and seated position.
To speak with a VCE salesperson or designer, please call the number below:

Customer Service: 1-800-823-2823
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VOLITION

All freestanding office furniture blends the accessibility of traditional desking with the efficiency of
panel-based systems, but it takes Volition to create a workspace that is uniquely yours.

With its simple profile, the core of the Volition system sets itself apart by fitting in.

When building a design from the ground up, this provides a backbone for options
like privacy screens and modesty panels to create visual impact. However,

when incorporating new furniture into an existing layout, it allows the desking to
blend seamlessly with other furniture lines.
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On Worksurface
Mounted Screens
Visually divides two
stations at the edge
of a worksurface.
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Enduring Quality
System XXI has been a workplace
solution for decades with good
reason. Constructed of fully welded
steel frames and purposefully
engineered layers,
System XXI has provided quality
workspace solutions for countless
individuals. It’s a straightforward,
hassle-free solution—easy to
order, install, and reconfigure.
Quiet, Please!
In a world of
distractions, a quiet
place to focus is critical
to productivity. System
XXI was designed
from the inside-out
to reduce ambient
noise and minimize
interruptions. Tall
panels with optional
doors provide needed
privacy for individual
work, while multilayered acoustic fabric
panels absorb sound
like no other system.

To speak with a VCE salesperson or designer, please call the number below.

Customer Service: 1-800-823-2823

Simple but Efficient
System XXI panels arrive
fully assembled for quick
on-site installation
with minimal tools,
saving up to thirty
percent of installation
costs compared to
other panel systems.
Its thinner profile and
minimal joints make the
most of small footprints,
providing space
efficiency as well.
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Focus in Style
All benching designs begin with a charge to create
furniture that encourages both team and individual
productivity as efficiently as possible. StyleLinks
answers the call uniquely by offering a floating
top, simple leg design, and multitasking features
throughout.

Stylelinks
It all starts at the steel frame. Single- and dualsided
conformations provide each user with a 24” or 30”
deep workstation. Combinations of starter, adder,
and perpendicular frame sections can be used to
construct long runs of benching or wrap-around
command centers with equal ease. The telescoping
beams within those frames make dramatic
reconfigurations more affordable as each frame
can accommodate a range of worksurface sizes.

Cable Management can be as easy as sliding out the worksurface and
running cords in the revealed trough.

Let VCE’s designers help plan your office panel system to fit your
vision and budget.
Storage Options include mobile pedestals and a variety of
credenzas, providing ample room for personal
items.
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Tool Rail makes privacy screens multi-functional by
letting you mount lighting or accessories
on them.
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Divi

From simple installation and a flexible platform that makes it easy to change direction as needed, to
exceptional durability and generous raceways for your power, data or communications, Divi is designed
to grow with you.
Plus, it’s a system you can feel good about. Made with recycled material and using an environmentally
friendly manufacturing process, Divi is also one of the most affordable system solutions in the industry.

To speak with a VCE salesperson or designer, please call the number below.

Customer Service: 1-800-823-2823
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